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Gaming Controller GameSir X2 Pro White USB-C with Smartphone Holder

GameSir X2 Pro Black Wireless Controller with Phone Holder
The GameSir X2 Pro Black Wireless Controller is a modern solution for mobile gaming enthusiasts. It features a direct USB-C connection,
zero  input  lag,  and  the  ability  to  charge  your  phone  while  gaming.  With  the  GameSir  App,  this  controller  allows  button  mapping  and
compatibility with apps that don't natively support controllers. Its durability, build quality, and additional accessories make it an excellent
choice for any gamer.
 
Direct USB-C Connection
The GameSir X2 Pro controller offers a direct connection to your phone via the USB-C port. This feature not only ensures a fast and stable
connection  but  also  eliminates  any  input  lag,  which  is  crucial  for  gaming.  This  solution  provides  a  smooth  and  responsive  gaming
experience, greatly enhancing user comfort.
 
Pass-Through Charging
One  of  the  unique  features  of  this  controller  is  pass-through  charging.  This  allows  you  to  charge  your  phone  while  gaming,  which  is
incredibly practical and enables long gaming sessions without worrying about battery depletion. This feature is especially beneficial for
gamers who spend hours playing their favorite games.
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Customization with GameSir App
The GameSir App opens up new customization possibilities. Users can map buttons according to their preferences, which is particularly
useful  in  games  that  require  quick  and  precise  reactions.  The  app  also  enables  the  controller  to  work  with  apps  that  don't  typically
support controllers, significantly expanding the range of compatible games.
 
High Quality and Durability
The GameSir X2 Pro controller is equipped with Kailh micro-switches, guaranteeing a lifespan of up to 3 million clicks, and analog triggers
with Hall Effect Magnetic Sensors. Its build not only ensures durability but also precision, which is essential for demanding gamers.
 
Comfort and Ergonomics
The controller weighs only 179g and its dimensions provide comfortable grip and manipulation during gameplay. Additionally, thumbstick
covers are included, which can be customized to individual needs, enhancing user comfort.
 
Package Contents
Controller x 1
Carrying case x 1
Concave thumbstick cover x 2
Convex thumbstick cover x 2
Xbox Game Pass Ultimate Card x 1
User manual x 1
Thank you and after-sales service card x 1
GameSir sticker x 1
Certificate x 1
 
BrandGameSirModelX2  ProColorBlackLifespan3  million  clicksMicro-SwitchesKailhButton  Activation  Distance0.6mmButton  Activation
Force75±10gWeight179gDimensions184  x  85  x  37gAnalog  TriggersYes,  Hall  Effect  Magnetic  SensorsAnalog  JoysticksYes,
AlpsCompatibilityPhones with a length of 110-179g

Preço:

€ 84.00

Jogos, Gaming controllers
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